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Abstract

This paper proposes a method that combines

competent genetic algorithms working in dis-

crete domains with adaptive evolution strate-

gies working in continuous domains. We use

discretization to transform solution between

the two domains. The results of our exper-

iments with the Bayesian optimization al-

gorithm as a discrete optimizer and �-self-

adaptive mutation of evolution strategies as

a continuous optimizer combined using k-

means clustering suggest that the algorithm

scales up well on all tested problems. The

proposed method can be used to �ll the gap

between other optimization methods working

in continuous and discrete domains and allow

their hybridization.

1 INTRODUCTION

In genetic and evolutionary algorithms, the search is

guided by selection and variation operators. Selection

biases the search towards high-quality regions by mak-

ing more copies of good solutions and less copies of the

bad ones. Variation operators (such as recombination

and mutation) ensure exploration of promising regions

of the search space after applying selection. There are

two commonly used variation operators: (1) recom-

bination and (2) mutation. Genetic algorithms focus

primarily on recombination that combines solutions by

exchanging some of their parts. On the other hand, the

dominant variation operator in evolution strategies is

mutation that perturbs the solutions slightly. There

has been a lot of progress in both mutation-based and

recombination-based approaches over the last decades.

However, only little has been done to combine the most

advanced results of these two lines of research.

The purpose of this paper is to show how some of the

advanced algorithms based on the two aforementioned

approaches can be combined to solve problems de�ned

in continuous domains. In particular, the Bayesian op-

timization algorithm (BOA) based on recombination

is combined with a mutation-based evolution strat-

egy (ES) with adaptive mutation strength. However,

since BOA works only on �nite-alphabet strings of

�xed length while ES works directly with vectors of

real numbers, it is not possible to combine the two

approaches without an intermediate step in between.

The problem of inconsistent representations is over-

come by discretization. The resulting approach can

be seen both as the Bayesian optimization algorithm

with adaptive discretization or a recombinative evolu-

tion strategy capable of linkage learning. The same

method can be used to combine other competent ge-

netic algorithms and evolution strategies with no or

only minor modi�cations and to solve problems that

contain both continuous and discrete variables.

The paper starts by introducing the Bayesian opti-

mization algorithm and evolution strategies with adap-

tive mutation, which are used as the basic building

blocks of the proposed algorithm. Discretization is

then discussed in context of genetic and evolutionary

computation. Section 3 describes how a competent

recombination-based genetic algorithm in a discrete

domain can be combined with a mutation-based ap-

proach in a continuous domain. Section 4 provides our

experimental results. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND

Genetic and evolutionary algorithms start with a ran-

domly generated initial population of candidate solu-

tions. In each iteration, the set of promising solutions

is selected where the number of copies of each candi-

date solution is somehow proportional to the solution's

quality. New candidate solutions are constructed by

applying recombination and mutation operators to the

selected solutions. The new solutions replace some of



the old ones or all of them and the process is repeated

until the termination criteria are met.

This section starts by introducing two fundamen-

tally di�erent approaches based on the above scheme.

First, it describes the Bayesian optimization algorithm

(BOA), which is based on recombination and has been

recently shown to solve boundedly diÆcult decompos-

able problems de�ned on �xed-length binary strings

eÆciently and reliably. BOA is capable of learning

and exploiting a decomposition of the problem by ana-

lyzing the promising solutions. Subsequently, the sec-

tion describes evolution strategies (ES) that process

�xed-length vectors of real numbers and use mutation

as the primary variation operator. Several methods

for adapting mutation parameters are presented. The

section ends by discussing discretization in context of

genetic and evolutionary computation that will later

be used as a way to bridge the recombination-based

discrete BOA and the mutation-based continuous ES.

2.1 BAYESIAN OPTIMIZATION

ALGORITHM

Recombination-based genetic algorithms generate new

solutions by combining bits and pieces of promis-

ing solutions. The simple genetic algorithm (Gold-

berg, 1989) uses problem-independent crossover oper-

ators to combine promising solutions, such as uniform

crossover and one-point crossover. Mutation is usually

used as only a background operator capable of tuning

near-optimal solutions at the end of the run or intro-

duce diversity into the population.

Probabilistic model-building genetic algorithms (PMB-

GAs) (Pelikan, Goldberg, & Lobo, 2002) also try to

combine important parts of the selected solutions but

they approach recombination in a di�erent way. They

view the set of selected solutions as a sample from the

region of the search space that we are interested in.

PMBGAs �rst estimate the distribution of the selected

solutions and then use this estimate to generate new

solutions. The estimated distribution can encode the

interactions among the di�erent variables in the prob-

lem as well as superiority of certain combinations of

values of di�erent subsets of variables. The algorithms

based on this principle are also called estimation of

distribution algorithms (M�uhlenbein & Paa�, 1996),

or iterated density estimation algorithms (Bosman &

Thierens, 2000). It is beyond the scope of this paper

to give an overview of PMBGAs. For a survey of PM-

BGAs, please see Pelikan, Goldberg, and Lobo (2002).

In this paper, we focus on the Bayesian optimization

algorithm (BOA) (Pelikan, Goldberg, & Cant�u-Paz,

1998) that uses Bayesian networks to model promis-

ing solutions and subsequently guide the exploration

of the search space. The �rst population of strings is

generated randomly with a uniform distribution. From

the current population, the better strings are selected

using one of the conventional selection methods such as

tournament or truncation selection. A Bayesian net-

work that �ts the selected set of strings is constructed.

Besides the set of good solutions, prior information

about the problem can be used in order to enhance

the estimation and subsequently improve convergence.

New strings are generated according to the joint distri-

bution encoded by the constructed network. The new

strings are added into the old population, replacing

some of the old ones.

A Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph with

the nodes corresponding to the variables in the mod-

eled data set (in our case, to the positions in the so-

lution strings) and the edges de�ning the conditional

dependencies among the variables. A directed edge

relates the variables so that in the encoded distribu-

tion, the variable corresponding to the terminal node is

conditioned on the variable corresponding to the initial

node. More incoming edges into a node result in a con-

ditional probability of the corresponding variable with

a conjunctional condition containing all its parents.

To learn the network structure, a scoring metric, such

as the Bayesian-Dirichlet metric or the Bayesian in-

formation criterion (BIC), can be used to discriminate

competing models. A search procedure then searches

the space of all potential network structures to �nd the

one that scores the most. A greedy search procedure is

often used that iteratively adds, removes, or reverses

the edge that improves the score of the network the

most until no more improvement is possible.

In BOA, the built Bayesian network encodes impor-

tant interactions in the problem as well as its decom-

position. The decomposition simpli�es the problem,

while the interactions allow the use of reasonably sized

populations and convergence times. It has been shown

that BOA is indeed capable of learning how to prop-

erly break up the problem to optimize the problems

decomposable into subproblems of bounded diÆculty

in subquadratic or quadratic time.

2.2 EVOLUTION STRATEGIES

Evolution strategies (ES) (Rechenberg, 1973) use mu-

tation as the driving force of the search and usually

work on solutions represented by vectors of real num-

bers. Mutation is usually performed by adding a num-

ber generated according to a zero-mean normal distri-

bution to the solution. This section reviews the ba-

sic principle behind using mutation as the primary



variation operator. We start by discussing a simple

mutation operator that mutates each variable inde-

pendently and therefore the non-diagonal elements in

the covariance matrix of the mutation distribution are

equal to zero. Subsequently, we describe the basic idea

behind some more sophisticated approaches that allow

adaptation of the covariance matrix.

A simple mutation that mutates each variable indepen-

dently using a normally distributed random variable

contains one parameter per variable. Each parame-

ter speci�es the standard deviation of the mutation

for the corresponding variable. The standard devia-

tions (mutation strengths) can be either �xed to some

small constant or adapted as the search progresses.

Ideally, the mutation strength should be proportional

to the distance to the optimum. A �xed mutation

strength results in slower convergence at either the

beginning or the end of the run. Adaptive mutation

dynamically updates the mutation strengths to max-

imize the improvement in the current stage of the al-

gorithm. The 1=5-success rule (Rechenberg, 1973), �-

self-adaptive ES (Schwefel, 1977), and adaptive linear

rule (Rechenberg, 1994) are examples of the adaptive

mutation strategies.

In �-self-adaptive ES, a vector of standard deviations

corresponding to each variable is attached to each so-

lution. Before mutating the solution, its mutation pa-

rameters are modi�ed by using the following rule:

�
0

i = �ie
�N(0;1)

; (1)

where �i is the standard deviation corresponding to

the mutation of ith variable, �0i is its updated value,

N(0; 1) is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with

variance 1, and � is the learning parameter. The above

update rule assures that the mutation strength is al-

ways positive, the expected outcome of the modi�-

cation without any selection pressure is neutral, and

smaller modi�cations occur more often than the large

ones (Schwefel, 1977). Good mutations are �ltered by

a standard selection mechanism based on the �tness

of the resulting solutions because individuals that lead

to the best improvements are going to participate in

the reproduction in the subsequent iteration. Schwefel

suggests that � should be inversely proportional to the

square root of the total number of variables:

� _
1p
n
� (2)

In the above method, mutations for di�erent variables

are independent. This resembles the uniform crossover

in genetic algorithms where each bit in the two parent

strings is exchanged with a certain probability inde-

pendently of the remaining bits. To reduce the dis-

ruptive e�ects of recombination, methods that were

able to learn the structure of the problem and adapt

the recombination accordingly were designed.

A similar approach can be used for adapting mutations

where by extracting some information from the history

of the run one can learn not only how strong the muta-

tion for each variable should be, but also how the mu-

tations for di�erent variables should interact. Schwe-

fel (1981) proposed to extend solutions by including

rotation angles in addition to the original deviations

(or variances) and adapt both the variances as well

as the rotation angles. The generating set adaptation

(GSA) method of Hansen, Ostermeier, and Gawelczyk

(1995) is an example of a more advanced method for

adapting the direction of the mutation together with

its strength by adapting the covariance matrix of the

mutation distribution.

Although recombination has been used in evolution

strategies since the early works in this area, it has

been seen as only a minor operator (Beyer, 1995). For

recombination in ES, a variant of uniform crossover is

usually used. For each new individual, a subset of par-

ents is chosen. The size of the selected subset can range

from two individuals to the entire parent population.

For the value of each variable in the new individual, a

random individual is picked from the subset and the

value is copied from that individual.

When using recombination together with adaptive mu-

tation, one must copy not only the value of each vari-

able but also corresponding mutation strengths or the

histories of the past mutations of this variable. Since

this information is associated with each variable, no

major modi�cations are required.

ES with adaptive mutation are powerful for local

search. However, without powerful recombination ES

are capable of only local search. So why not combine

recombination-based methods capable of learning how

to recombine the solutions properly in a discrete do-

main and mutation-based methods capable of adapt-

ing the mutation in a continuous domain? Section 3

proposes a method that combines the two approaches

using discretization to transform continuous solutions

into a discrete domain and vice versa. But �rst, the

next section discusses the use of discretization in ge-

netic and evolutionary algorithms.

2.3 DISCRETIZATION

Discretization is widely used in many �elds of science

to reduce the complexity of a problem and make in-
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Figure 1: Fixed-width histogram.

tractable problems tractable. In genetic and evolution-

ary computation, discretization has often been used to

�rst transform continuous solutions into binary strings

and then apply the algorithm working in a discrete do-

main on the resulting problem. The discrete solution

can then be transformed back into the continuous do-

main and either taken as is or further optimized by a

local searcher such as the conjugate gradient.

There are several advantages and disadvantages of dis-

cretizing the solutions and solving the corresponding

discrete problem (Goldberg, 1991). Discrete solutions

improve the implicit parallelism of genetic algorithms

and allow them to process more partial solutions at

the same time. Moreover, the discrete space is �nite

and thus it is easier to guarantee that the optimal solu-

tion in this space is found and that we supply enough

information for the optimization to succeed. On the

other hand, the locality of the solution decreases and

some phenotypically close solutions (similar solutions

in a continuous domain) may become distant in the

discrete domain. This a�ects especially mutation that

attempts to make small changes in the phenotype by

making small changes in the genotype. Additionally,

one must know the range of each variable to discretize

it and the resulting binary strings may be extremely

long for large problems.

A typical way of discretizing continuous solutions in

genetic algorithms is to divide the range of each vari-

able into (2k � 1) intervals of equal width (Goldberg,

1989). Boundary points of the intervals can then be

encoded by k-bit binary strings. A string encoding n

such continuous variables contains nk bits. Increasing

k re�nes the discretization by factors of 2. For many

problems only a couple of bits (say, k = 3 or 4) are

suÆcient to get a solution very close to the optimum.

Local optimization methods can then be used to re�ne

the �nal solutions to get a more accurate result.

A di�erent way of using histograms in evolutionary al-
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Figure 2: Fixed-height histogram.

gorithms for continuous domains is to use histograms

as a tool to estimate the distribution of promising

points. The created model can then be used to gener-

ate new points. The points are allowed to lie within

the intervals and not only on their boundaries. That

can lead to further improvements of the �nal solutions.

Algorithms that use histograms in this fashion in or-

der to estimate a univariate distribution where all

variables are processed independently have been pro-

posed (Bosman & Thierens, 2000; Tsutsui, Pelikan, &

Goldberg, 2001; Cant�u-Paz, 2001). Using equal-width

histograms was investigated in Bosman and Thierens

(2000), Tsutsui et al. (2001), and Cant�u-Paz (2001).

Equal-height histograms were investigated in Tsutsui

et al. (2001), and Cant�u-Paz (2001). Decision trees

and other supervised discretization methods were in-

vestigated in Cant�u-Paz (2001).

Various discretization methods were proposed and

frequently used in machine learning, statistics, and

other �elds. Equal-height histograms, decision trees,

and clustering algorithms are examples of such meth-

ods. All these methods have the same important

characteristic|they map a single continuous variable

or a group of variables into a �nite set of symbols. We

discuss some of these methods in the following.

2.3.1 Histograms

Histograms divide the interval for each variable into k

subintervals (bins). There are many ways of dividing

the interval into k bins. In practice, two basic types

of histograms are used: (1) �xed-width histogram and

(2) �xed-height histogram.

A �xed-width histogram divides the interval into k

bins of equal width. An example of a �xed-width his-

togram is shown in Figure 1. The disadvantage of

�xing the width of each bin is that if points are con-

centrated in a couple of small regions, only a couple

of bins will be nonempty and many bins will simply



be wasted on regions with none or only a few points.

Fixed-width histograms are also very sensitive to out-

liers and one or a few points far away from the rest

can signi�cantly decrease the accuracy.

A �xed-height histogram divides the interval for the

variable in k bins of equal frequencies (each bin con-

tains the same number of points). An example of a

�xed-height histogram is shown in Figure 2. The ad-

vantage of using �xed-height histograms is that the

density of bins is increased in regions with many

points. The regions that seem interesting (those that

contain many points) are modeled with high accuracy,

while the bins with only few points are merged to-

gether to decrease the accuracy where it is not needed.

A �xed-height histogram can therefore preserve more

information contained in the original set of points.

2.3.2 k-means Clustering

In k-means clustering, each cluster (category) is speci-

�ed by its center. Initially, k centers (where k is given)

are generated at random. Each point is assigned to its

nearest center. Subsequently, each center is recalcu-

lated to be the mean of the points assigned to this

center. The points are then reassigned to the near-

est center and the process of recalculating the centers

and reassigning the points is repeated until no points

change their location after updating the centers.

The next section describes how to use a particular dis-

cretization or clustering method to combine BOA (or

other discrete optimizer) with ES (or other continuous

optimizer).

3 COMBINING LINKAGE

LEARNING AND ADAPTIVE

MUTATION

This section describes an algorithm that combines a

discrete recombination-based algorithm (such as BOA)

with adaptive mutation techniques of ES.

The algorithm evolves a population of continuous so-

lutions. The �rst population is generated at random.

From the current population the better strings are se-

lected. The processing of the promising solutions has

three major phases:

1. Discretize the selected promising solutions.

2. Recombine the discrete solutions.

3. Map the new discrete solutions back in the con-

tinuous domain, update the mutation parameters,

and mutate the new continuous solutions.

In the �rst phase, the promising solutions are dis-

cretized. Each variable is independently mapped into

a �nite number of categories (bins, clusters). Any dis-

cretization, clustering, or classi�cation method can be

used to discretize the continuous variables. Let us de-

note the resulting number of categories for the ith

variable by ci. There are two major approaches to

represent the resulting discrete population. The �rst

approach is to use binary strings and dlog2 cie bits for
each variable. The second approach is to use an al-

phabet of a higher cardinality so that only one sym-

bol is used to represent each variable. The ith letter

in the discrete string could then obtain ci values. Of

course, there are many ways between the two extremes.

Binary representation results in more possibilities to

combine the strings. On the other hand, alphabets of

higher cardinality result in shorter representation.

In the second phase, a discrete linkage learning algo-

rithm (such as BOA) is applied to generate the new

solutions based on the set of discrete promising solu-

tions. The o�spring discrete solutions are constructed

by combining the promising solutions.

In the third phase, the resulting set of discrete so-

lutions is mapped back into the continuous domain.

However, unlike in all previously proposed approaches,

the new points are not generated uniformly within the

boundaries of the categories for each variable. Instead,

original points within each category are used. Each

discrete string determines a category for each variable.

To \undiscretize" each variable in a particular string,

a random individual in the original set of promising

solutions that is consistent with the encoded category

for the variable is chosen. The value of the variable is

obtained by mutating the value of the variable in the

chosen individual.

As a simple example, let us assume we use an equal-

width histogram with only two categories for each vari-

able. Each candidate solution is represented in the dis-

crete domain by a binary string with one bit per vari-

able determining whether the variable is in the upper

or lower half of its range. To decode a binary string,

we look at the value of each of its bits. If the value is

0 (1), we randomly choose a solution from the original

set of promising continuous solutions whose value of

the considered variable is in the lower (upper) half of

the domain. The corresponding variable in the chosen

solution is copied to the newly created continuous solu-

tion. This is done for each variable separately. Finally,

the created continuous solution is mutated.

Using adaptive mutation requires considering addi-

tional parameters in the continuous solutions. For �-

self-adaptive mutation, we must attach the mutation
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Figure 3: Two-peaks function.

strength to each variable in each string. When we copy

a value of a particular variable we must also copy the

corresponding mutation strength. As we copy the val-

ues of the variables and the attached parameters into

the new continuous string, the mutation strengths are

updated by using the rule discussed earlier in the pa-

per (see Equation 1). The new mutation strengths are

used to mutate the created solution. GSA and its suc-

cessors require copying and updating a history of the

mutations or other parameters as well.

The newly generated solutions then replace the origi-

nal population or its part.

Various algorithms can be used for discretization, link-

age learning, and adapting the mutation. Due to our

recent successful applications of BOA to many discrete

problems, we decided to use this algorithm for linkage

learning and recombination in our experiments. To

adapt mutation, we used a simple �-self-adaptive mu-

tation where only a mutation strength of each parame-

ters is adapted. Application of other mutation schemes

such as GSA is straightforward. To discretize the so-

lutions, we used equal-height histograms, equal-width

histograms, and k-means clustering, but any other

popular discretization, classi�cation, and clustering

techniques can be used. Using more advanced tech-

niques should further improve the performance. For a

discussion of some interesting alternatives, see Cant�u-

Paz (2001).

4 EXPERIMENTS

This section describes our experiments and presents

the experimental results.

4.1 PROBLEMS

We have tested the algorithm on two test functions:

(1) two-peak function and (2) deceptive function.

Both test functions are created by concatenating basis
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Figure 4: Two-dimensional deceptive function.

functions of a small order. The contributions of all the

functions are added together to determine the overall

�tness and the goal is to maximize the functions. All

variables in our test functions are from [0; 1].

The two-peaks function is given by

twoPeaks(x0; : : : ; xn�1) =

n�1X
i=0

ftwo�peaks(xi):

Every variable of the two-peaks function contributes

to the �tness by

ftwo�peaks(x) =

(
fpeak(x=0:1; 1) if x < 0:2;

fpeak((x� 0:2)=0:8; 0:9) otherwise;

where fpeak is a simple function for one peak, de�ned

as

fpeak(x; h) = h cos (2�(x� 0:5)) :

Figure 3 shows the two-peak function. The function

has one local and one global optimum for each vari-

able. This yields 2n optima for a problem of size n out

of which only one optimum is global. Local optima are

much wider and almost as high as the global one. That

makes the problemmore diÆcult. Using mutation only

does not yield good results on this problem. Recom-

bination makes uses decomposability of the problem

and is capable of solving the problem very eÆciently

and reliably. Simple uniform crossover is suÆcient and

thus any ES with recombination should work well.

The deceptive function is composed of two-dimen-

sional deceptive functions:

deceptive(x0; : : : ; xn�1) =

n

2X
i=0

ftwo�peaks(x2i; x2i+1):
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Figure 5: Results of BOA with k-means (8 clusters per variable).

Non-overlapping pairs of variables of the deceptive

function contribute to the overall �tness by

fdeceptive(x; y) = fdec

�p
(x2 + y2)=2

�
where fdec is a one-dimensional deceptive function de-

�ned on [0; 1] as

fdec(x) =

(
0:8� x if x � 0:8,
1�x
0:2 otherwise.

Figure 4 shows the two-dimensional deceptive func-

tion. The two-dimensional deceptive function requires

that we learn the linkage of the contributing pairs of

variables. Each variable alone is biased to the local

optimum in 0 and only when both variables are close

to 1 their combination leads to an improvement. In

early stages of the run there are more points on the lo-

cal attractor than the global one. If both variables are

treated independently, combinations with both vari-

ables near the global attractor vanish and the search

progresses toward the local optimum. Moreover, the

global optimum is almost isolated and the attractor is

small. This makes it quite diÆcult to hit the global

attractor.

4.2 RESULTS

This section presents and discusses empirical results

that primarily focus on the scalability. BOA with �-

self-adaptive mutation strength with a learning param-

eter � = 4=
p
n is used. Due to the limited size of the

paper, we only present the results of using k-means

clustering for discretization. However, the results of

other discretization methods are comparable. In all

experiments, a binary tournament selection with re-

placement is used where to select each new individual,

a tournament among two randomly selected individ-

uals is performed and the winner of the tournament

is added to the mating pool. An elitist replacement

scheme is used that replaces the worst half of the pop-

ulation by the o�spring.

For each problem size, we performed 30 independent

runs with the optimal population size that was deter-

mined empirically for each algorithm and problem size

so that the optimum is found in all 30 runs. The av-

erage number of �tness evaluations to reach solutions

whose Euclidean distance from the optimum is at most

0:01 is provided.

The two-peaks problem is very simple and could be

used by using recombination with no linkage learning

(i.e. traditional ES recombination based on uniform

crossover). However, we present the results to show

that the algorithm is capable to solve both simple

and diÆcult problems. Without recombination, the

ES with �-self-adaptive mutation can not solve any of

the discussed problems eÆciently. The deceptive prob-

lem would require exponential population sizes both if

no recombination was used as well as if a traditional

recombination based on uniform crossover was used.

Other �xed recombination methods would also fail if

the variables were not ordered according to their de-

pendencies.

Figure 5 shows the results of the proposed algorithm

with k-means clustering on the two-peaks and decep-

tive functions. For the two-peaks function, the popula-

tion sizes ranged fromN = 700 for n = 10 toN = 2100



for n = 50, and the required number of evaluations

is approximately O(n1:32). For the deceptive func-

tion, the population sizes ranged from N = 900 for

n = 10 to N = 8750 for n = 40 and the required num-

ber of evaluations grows approximately with O(n2:28).

Therefore, the performance in both cases can be esti-

mated by a low-order polynomial.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The results of the paper suggest that recombination-

based methods for discrete domains and mutation-

based methods for continuous domain can be combined

to utilize the strengths of both methodologies. The de-

gree to which the methods are combined can be con-

trolled by choosing the resolution of discretization and

recombination parameters. For coarse discretization,

the algorithm performs very similar to the ES with re-

combination based on uniform crossover. Re�nement

of discretization yields to more possibilities for learn-

ing the linkage between di�erent variables in the prob-

lem. However, learning linkage comes at a price of

increased requirements on the population size. While

ES usually require only small populations, statistical

methods of BOA require quite big populations. But

for most multimodal problems it is necessary to com-

bine parts of promising solutions to avoid exponential

time requirements.

There are many other alternative uses of the presented

scheme. Using supervised discretization methods can

yield signi�cant improvements. Additionally, many

real-world problems do not require sophisticated link-

age learning procedures and simple one, two-point, or

uniform crossover may suÆce.
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